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ABSTRACT
Part-level features obtained by uniformly partitioning

have attracted much attention in person re-identification.
However, standard uniform part partitions may lead to within-
part inconsistency across different samples, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Attention mechanisms (e.g., refined part pooling)
have been proposed to refine part division with enhanced
consistency. Unfortunately, such mechanisms adopt single-
headed convolutional structures, fail to fuse fine-grained part
information. Besides, convolution-based schemes can main-
tain local positional information but cannot effectively pre-
serve relative positions between parts. This paper proposes a
new CNN-Transformer hyper architecture called the Person
Retrieval with Conv-Transformer (PRCT). We integrate the
multi-head self-attention and positional embedding module,
which are the core ingredients of non-convolutional Trans-
former, with a CNN-based part-feature extractor to main-
tain more precise within-part consistency in feature aggrega-
tion. With PRCT, we can effectively eliminate the part mis-
alignments when matching different samples. We conduct
extensive evaluations on the MSMT17, DukeMTMC-ReID,
and Market-1501 datasets and obtain state-of-the-art perfor-
mance.

Index Terms— ReID, Attention, Transformer

1. INTRODUCTION

Person re-identification (ReID) aims to retrieve images of a
specified pedestrian across different cameras, which increases
research interest due to the growing deployment of large-scale
camera networks for public security needs. Particularly, ReID
is challenging in practice because the great data appearance
variations, including varied person postures, camera view-
points, and lighting conditions, make it difficult to recognize
the identity of samples correctly. Therefore, a discriminative
visual representation is crucial for improving person ReID
methods with better robustness against such variations.

To this end, embedding the person samples from the
part level has become the mainstream for ReID due to its
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Fig. 1. An example of within-part consistency. We connect
parts that are actually consistent with lines. It can be seen that
the image pair a is misaligned.

more comprehensive capability to describe sample appear-
ance compared to the intuitive global representation alone.
Such part-based methods mainly locate significant human
body parts [1, 2, 3], or extracting pose clues [4, 5] to rep-
resent samples with part-level information. However, naive
part-level representation is still not sufficiently suitable for
applications because they overly rely on fixed structural pri-
ors such as empirical knowledge about human bodies or
strong learning-based pose information, leading to perfor-
mance drops when occlusions or pose variations occur.

Therefore, uniform partition-based methods [6, 7], free
from the structural prior limitation, are proposed to extract
features with better robustness. Nevertheless, uniform part
partition alone will lead to the within-part inconsistency prob-
lem. This problem means that regions containing the same
semantics are assigned as different parts in different images,
as shown in Figure 1, and such misalignments will further
cause inaccuracy in sample matching, degrading ReID per-
formance.

To address the above within-part inconsistency problem,
we believe it is necessary to adopt the attention scheme to ex-
change complementary information among the parts that are
not well-aligned in sample matching. But existing attention-
based part-level ReID methods cannot sufficiently exchange
the information across different parts. Most of them adopt a
simple single-layer single-headed structure. The exchange of
information in part-level features is conducted only once and
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involves only one embedding subspace. Besides, the relative
position information between parts is also lost with convolu-
tional attention modules.

Therefore, in this paper, we attempt to fix the aforemen-
tioned drawbacks of attention-based part-level ReID methods
to exploit the part-level representation fully. Specifically, in-
spired by the great success of the non-convolutional atten-
tion scheme of the Transformer structures in the NLP field,
we propose a simple part-level ReID framework that exploits
the multi-headed self-attention scheme in Transformer and
token-like part processing, called the Person Retrieval with
Conv-Transformer (PRCT). The proposed PRCT consists of
two major components: a CNN-based basic grid part feature
extractor for constructing a part sequence, and the follow-
ing part aggregation module with Transformer as a backbone
for fusing all fine-grained information into a final embed-
ding. Validated on the person ReID benchmarks, our PRCT
has achieved state-of-the-art performance, especially with re-
markable gains on the MSMT17 (mAP +11.5% R1 +8.1%).
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.

• We propose a new Conv-Transformer framework to
leverage the multi-headed attention and positional en-
coding schemes, for enhancing part-level person ReID
with robustness against the within-part inconsistency
problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to explore the merits of NLP-like Transformers
in person ReID task.

• We have conducted extensive experiments and achieved
promising performance gains on benchmark datasets.
Besides, the ablation studies also verify the effective-
ness of the core mechanisms in the Transformer for
ReID task.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Attention based Part-level Person ReID

Attention has been widely used in part-based ReID methods
to tackle within-part inconsistency. Li et al. [8] propose a
Harmonious Attention CNN to simultaneously learn the soft
pixel attention and hard regional attention. Liu et al. [9]
propose the Hydraplus-Net to obtain low-level and semantic-
level attentive information. Chen et al. [10] utilize the com-
plex and high-order statistics information for richer image
representations. Sun et al. [6] proposed refined part pooling
(RPP) to refine the pre-partitioned parts. It is worth mention-
ing that though the RPP training process is complicated, it is
still widely used due to its reasonable effectiveness. There-
fore, an ideal situation is to make use of the advantages of
RPP for a part feature construction method while getting rid
of its complicated training process.

In general, existing methods typically take inflexible
region-specific attention mechanisms as plug-in components

to focus on essential parts in pedestrians. Moreover, they do
not have an explicit mechanism to encode the location infor-
mation of different parts. Our approach is markedly different
from these methods, and we adopt the self-attention architec-
tures, transformer [11], as our backbone to overcome such
drawbacks.

2.2. Transformer

Transformer [11] is a novel architecture to capture the long-
range global dependency. Different from the traditional
CNN-based or RNN-based architectures, Transformer is self-
attention-based. Transformer has proven its effectiveness in
numerous natural language processing (NLP) tasks, e.g., ma-
chine translation and speech recognition. In order to achieve
better performance, some variants of the Transformer have
been proposed. Wang et al. [12] concentrate on the complex-
ity of the self-attention mechanism and exploit a low-rank ma-
trix to approximate it. Dai et al. [13] resolve the fixed-length
limitation in the setting of Transformer. The hidden states ob-
tained in previous segments are reused to build the connection
between segments. Beltagy et al. [14] introduce the sparse
attention using different sliding windows to process long se-
quences. Wu et al. [15] propose the long-short range attention
to eliminate redundancy and reduce complexity. Since Trans-
former can only process with one-dimensional sequences, it
cannot be directly applied to ReID. We need to construct a
proper part sequence.

3. PERSON RETRIEVAL WITH
CONV-TRANSFORMER

In this section, we will introduce our proposed model in de-
tail. As shown in Figure 2, we first use a CNN based method
to obtain the part-level feature sequence and then merge dif-
ferent part features through our Part Aggregation with Trans-
former (PAT) module. The PAT module outputs a discrim-
inative aggregate feature and connects the FC layer and the
classifier in the head module for training.

3.1. Part Sequence Construction

In this module, for the input image of input ∈ RC×H×W , we
need to output a sequence g ∈ RN×D, whereN is the number
of local features and D is the dimension of local features.

We take a CNN network as the backbone. The struc-
ture before the original global average pooling(GAP) layer
is maintained, which is used as our backbone model. And we
remove the GAP layer and the layers behind it. The backbone
network maps each image to a 3D tensor T ∈ Rc×h×w of
activations. Such vector of activations are viewed along the
channel axis and regarded as column vectors. We partitions
h × w horizontal stripes and get gi ∈ R1×1×c(i = 1, 2, · · ·
, h × w). We reshape gi to the the dimension of 1 × c, as
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Fig. 2. The Pipeline of PRCT. We split the feature map into fixed-size part sequence g, add positional embeddings, then feed the
resulting sequence of vectors to the Transformer. In order to obtain aggregated features, we add an extra learnable “embedding
token” to the sequence.

illustrated in Figure 2, and then regard g as the part sequence.
For each element in the sequence g, it contains the response
of a small area of the image to different convolution kernels
(that is, the response to different features).

Since pooling is not performed, the fine-grained discrimi-
nant information is retained. In the next module, we will solve
the problem of within-part consistency and integrate par fea-
tures.

3.2. Part Aggregation with Transformer

Given the input sequence g ∈ RN×D, we need to output fea-
tures output ∈ R1×D that merge all sequences element. Our
overall steps are as follows: first, add output embedding and
positional embeddings to the input sequence g, and then send
the sequence into the multi-head attention model for the ag-
gregated embedding.

We conduct positional coding which encodes relative po-
sition information between different elements in the input.
Considering our sequence is essentially a two-dimensional
image flattened, we extend the one-dimensional position en-
coding in [11] to two-dimensional.

PE(pos,2i) =(sin(
posx

100002i/(D/2)
) · sin(

posy
100002i/(D/2)

)),

PE(pos,2i+1) =(cos(
posx

100002i/(D/2)
) · cos(

posy
100002i/(D/2)

).

(1)

where “·” represents for the concat operation, posx and posy
are the positions of gi in the two-dimensional feature map.

Thus different dimensions of the positional encoding corre-
spond to sine waves with different wavelengths. Specifically,
the wavelengths various from 2π to 10000 ·2π. Such function
would allow the model to preserve the relative positions be-
tween different parts, as any PEpos+k can be represented by
PEpos through a linear function of k. We also use randomly
initialized learnable tokens as another positional coding in ad-
dition to such fixed positional encoding. Then we add PE
and g to get g0 = PE + g, g0 ∈ RN×D.

The output embedding r ∈ R1×D is a randomly initial-
ized, learnable token, which corresponds to the output char-
acteristics of this module. Because it does not contain any
information, it can integrate the information from different se-
quence elements without bias. We append it to the sequence
to get g1 = concat(r, g0), g1 ∈ R(N+1)×D.

Then, to make the output embedding comprehensively
learn the part-level information, we feed g1 to the attention
module composed of multiple multi-head attention, and get
the output g2 ∈ R(N+1)×D. For each sub-vector component
gi ∈ R1×D, it contains specified information and the asso-
ciated information of all other parts. We choose the output
component corresponding to ”embedding token” r as the out-
put of this module.

Here we adopt the multi-head self-attention instead of the
single head attention. “Multi-head” means that, the queries,
keys, and values are linearly projected k times with differ-
ent, learnable linear projections to dk, dk, and dv dimensions,
respectively. Then attention method is performed on such
projected queries, keys, and values in parallel, resulting in
dv-dimensional outputs. The outputs are concatenated and
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projected to obtain the final attention results, as depicted in
Figure 3.

The advantage of adopted multi-head attention is that it al-
lows the model to attach the information from different sub-
spaces at various positions, and contrarily, the single atten-
tion head is unable to realize this. The multi-head attention
scheme can be represented as,

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ...,headh)WO,

where headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KW

K
i , V WV

i ).

(2)

The original attention function is computed on a query matrix
Q, which contains a set of queries for the specific calculation
of attention. The keys and values are packed together into
matricesK and V as well. Then the attention result is defined
as,

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V. (3)

Referring to the Linformer [12], here we propose two lin-
ear projection matrices Ei, Fi ∈ Rn×k to reduce the com-
plexity, called the multi-head linear attention. Specifically,
such matrices Ei, Fi are used to project the original (n× d)-
dimensional keys and values into (k × d)-dimensional matri-
ces. Then we use scaled dot-product attention to compute the
context mapping matrix P̄ which has (n×k) dimensions. The
multi-head linear attention is defined as,

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ...,headh)WO,

where headi = S Attention(QWQ
i , EiKW

K
i , FiVW

V
i )

= softmax

(
QWQ

i (EiKW
K
i )T√

dk

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P̄ :n×k

·FiVW
V
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

k×d

.

(4)

Compared with the existing visual attention module, the at-
tention module we use here adopts multi-head to mine richer
information across different parts and uses positional coding
to explicitly encode relative positional information between
local features. Therefore, it can obtain better results than PCB
without RPP retraining. We have verified the effectiveness of
both through ablation experiments.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Datasets

Three widely used datasets: Market-1501 [16], DukeMTMC-
reID [17], and MSMT17 [18] are used for evaluation. The
Market-1501 dataset consists of 32,668 annotated images of
1,501 identities shot from 6 cameras, where 19,732 images

Fig. 3. Multi-head Linear Attention. When computing Q and
V , we use linear projection to reduce the amount of calcula-
tion and use a multi-head mechanism to extract information
in different subspaces.

for gallery and 12,936 images for training. The DukeMTMC-
reID dataset contains 1,404 identities shot from 8 cameras,
16,522 training images and 17,661 gallery images. The
MSMT17 dataset is a large-scale ReID dataset consisting of
126,441 bounding boxes of 4,101 identities taken by 15 cam-
eras. For each dataset, we use the evaluation packages pro-
vided by fast-ReID [19].

4.2. Implementation Details

We use resnet50 as the backbone to extract the patch sequence
and use a transformer that has 12 layers with 8 heads in each
layer. Moreover, we use the bag of tricks mentioned in fast-
ReID [19] to preprocess the image, including random erasing,
random patch, random cutout.

We take the single-query setting. Besides, the re-ranking
methods are not used for simplicity. We compared our re-
sults with reported results without re-ranking. The cumulative
matching cure (CMC) and the mean average precision (mAP)
are adopted for performance evaluation, as they are standard
metrics in most person re-identification literature.

4.3. Comparison and Ablation Study

As shown in Table 1, the proposed PRCT obtains competitive
performances across all three benchmark datasets compared
with SOTA ReID methods. Also, concerning the comparison
against baselines, our framework can integrate the part-level
feature baseline PCB and strong fast-ReID baseline bag of
tricks, and both PRCT variants achieve higher results than the
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Table 1. Performance comparison on Market1501, DukeMTMC and MSMT17 datasets.

Methods Market1501 DukeMTMC MSMT17
R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP

SPReID [20] (CVPR’18) 92.5 81.3 84.4 70.1 - -
PCB [6] (ECCV’18) 92.3 77.4 81.8 66.1 - -
AANet [21] (CVPR’19) 93.9 83.4 87.7 74.3 - -
IANet [22] (CVPR’19) 94.4 83.1 87.1 73.4 75.5 45.8
DGNet [23] (CVPR’19) 94.8 86.0 86.6 74.8 - -
DSAP [24] (CVPR’19) 95.7 87.6 86.2 74.3 - -
Pyramid [25] (CVPR’19) 95.7 88.2 89.0 79.0 - -
CAR [26] (ICCV’19) 96.1 84.7 86.3 73.1 - -
Circle Loss [27] (CVPR’20) 96.1 87.4 89.0 79.6 76.9 52.1
Fast-Reid BagTricks [19] 94.4 86.1 87.1 76.9 72.3 48.3
PRCT 94.7 87.2 88.9 78.1 80.4 59.8
PRCT(with 1-head) 92.4 83.1 - - - -
PRCT(without PE) 91.6 80.6 - - - -
PRCT(with 1-layer) 91.7 83.3 - - - -

original baseline method, demonstrating the effectiveness of
our framework.

Besides, to verify the effectiveness of each component in
the transformer, we conduct several ablation experiments with
various component settings on Market-1501 dataset. Notice
that other unrelated settings in each comparative experiment
are set the same as the implementation in Section 4.2, and we
have carefully tuned all the candidate models and report the
best performance with our settings. Table 1 shows the com-
parison results under different settings related to components
of the Transformer, showing the effectiveness of the multi-
head mechanism and positional encoding.

4.4. Visualization

As shown in Figure 4, we use visualization to verify the abil-
ity of our model to maintain within-part consistency. Within-
part consistency is due to the uniform partitions of the image,
resulting in the part not being well-aligned so that the part
features of the same pedestrian are mismatched. Our model
has obtained the part-aligned and distinguishing characteris-
tics of pedestrians through the information exchange between
different parts. Specifically, for the same pedestrian in differ-
ent cameras, our model extracts consistent and discriminative
information. As shown in Figure 4.a, the focus of different
samples belonging to the same pedestrian are consistent and
fit the human intuition. For different pedestrians, our model
also accurately extracts intuitive information. As shown in
Figure 4.b, the pedestrian’s focus is always on hand-held ob-
jects, faces, and clothing.

a. Heat map of the same pedestrian

b. Heat map of different pedestrians

Fig. 4. Visual results of PRCT on Market1501.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the multi-head mechanism and
position encoding in NLP to aggregate part local features. Ex-
periments show that our proposed method can significantly
achieve better results without using Refined Part Pooling but
only attention. In addition, in this article, we only use two-
dimensional sine and cosine positional coding. If we adopt
the positional coding that can be learned and perform self-
supervised learning for the tilt of the image, better results
should be achieved. We leave this experiment as future work.
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